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How   To   Use   Dictionary   

There   are   three   ways   to   use   this   dictionary:   

1. Scroll   down   until   you   find   the   word   you   are   looking   for.   

2. In   the   Table   of   Contents,   click   on   the   first   letter   of   the   word   you   are   looking   up.   Then   

scroll   until   you   find   that   word.   

3. Press   the   Control   and   F   (or   Command   and   F   on   a   Mac)   key   together,   then   type   in   the   

word   you   are   looking   for   using   the   exact   spelling   as   in   the   Study   Guide,   and   you   will   be   

taken   to   that   exact   word.   
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A   

Achronim   later   halachic   authorities   (16th   century   and   on)   

aidi   d'torid   l'miflat   lo   
bala   

while   it   is   busy   exuding,   it   won’t   absorb   

aidi   d'yiflot   dam   didei,   
yiflot   mah   shebala   
mimakom   acher   

while   it   exudes   its   own   blood,   it   will   exude   what   it   absorbed   
from   elsewhere  

alef   1   

Alter   Rebbe   R'   Shnuer   Zalman   b.   Boruch   of   Liadi,   first   of   the   Chabad   
Rebbe'im   (1745   -   1813)   

amirah   l'akum   telling   a   non-jew   to   do   a   forbidden   act   

Ashkenazim   Jews   of   the   German   ,   or   more   generally,   European   
communities   (generally   follow   the   ruling   of   Rama)   

asser   to   make   assur   (antonym   of   matir)   

assur   forbidden   

assur   b'achilah   forbidden   to   eat   

assur   b’hana’ah   forbidden   to   benefit   from   

assur   b’mashehu   forbidden   with   no   minimum   measurement   

Avodah   Zarah   idol   worship   /   name   of   Talmud   tractate   

B   
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b'di'eved   after   the   fact   

b'heimah   tmei'ah   a   non-kosher   animal   

b'makom   hefsed   in   situations   were   a   loss   will   be   incurred   

b'meizid   on   purpose   

b'reishis   genesis   

b'samim   good   smelling   spices   

b'shogeig   by   mistake   

b’sha’as   hadchak   in   times   of   pressing   need   

Ba'al   Ha'itur   R'   Yitzchok   b.   Abba   Mari   of   Marseille,   France   (c.   12th   
century)   

Ba'al   Hama'or   R'   Zecharya   ben   Yitzchak   Halevi   Gerondi   (c.   1115   -   c.   1186)   

ba'alei   batim   home   owners,   i.e.,   regular   people   

Ba'eir   Heitev   compilation   authored   by   Yehudah   b.   Shimon   Ashkenazi   
(1730   -   1770)   

Ba’al   Ha’itur   Yitzchok   b.   Aba   Mari   (circa.   12th   century)   

Bach   R’   Yoel   Sirkes   1561-1640   

Badei   Hashulchan   compilation   authored   by   Rabbi   Shraga   Feivel   Cohen   
(current)   

balua   absorbed   

Bamidbar   numbers   
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bas   yomo   used   within   the   last   24   hours   

basar   b’chalav   meat   and   milk   

batel   /   batul   nullified   

batel   b’rov   nullified   in   majority   

beis   2   

Beis   Yosef   /   Mechaber  R’   Yosef   Caro   1488-1575   

ben   Torah   lit.   'a   son   of   Torah'   reference   to   a   Torah   scholar   

ben   yomo   used   within   the   last   24   hours   

bentch   recite   grace   after   meals   

beriah   a   complete   creature   

Bircas   Hamazon   the   long   after-blessing   recited   after   eating   bread   

bishul   cook   

bitul   nullify   

bitul   b'shishim   nullified   by   60   

blech   metal   sheet   placed   over   stove   top   to   permit   foods   to   be   
placed   there   for   shabbos   

bli'ah   absorption   

bli'os   absorptions   
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borei   n'fashos   the   short   after-blessing   recited   after   eating   eating   certain   
foods.   

brachah   blessing   

brachah   achas   mei’ein   
shalosh   

the   abreviated   after-blessing   recited   after   eating   bread   that   
one   did   not   wash   for.   

brachah   achronah   an   after   b'rachah   

brachah   rishonah   a   b'rachah   recited   before   partaking   of   food   

C   

Chachamim   /   Chazal   Sages   

chahal   -   chatichah   
har'uyah   l'hischabed   

a   piece   that   is   fit   to   honor   someone   with   

chalav   milk   

chalav   akum   milk   of   a   non-jew   

chalav   stam   regular   milk   

chalav   yisro'el   milk   of   a   jew,   or   of   a   non-jew   but   with   jewish   supervision   

cham   hot   

cham   miktzoso   cham   
kulo   

if   a   part   of   it   becomes   hot,   it   all   becomes   hot   

chametz   leaven   

chanan   -   chatichah   
na’aseis   n'veilah   

the   entire   mixture   becomes   forbidden  

chanan   bish'ar   issurim  chanan   in   cases   of   issur   that   is   not   basar   b'chalav   
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chatzi   shiur   half   the   required   amount   

Chavas   Da'as   compilation   authored   by   Yaakov   b.   Yaakov   Moshe   
Lorberbaum   (1760   -   1832)   

chayah   wild   /   undomesticated   animal   

Chazaka   presumption/   presumptive   continuance   of   an   actual   
condition   until   evidence   of   a   change   is   produced   

cheilev   forbidden   fats   

chem'as   akum   butter   of   a   non-jew   

cheres   earthenware   

ches   8   

chiddush   novel   concept   

cholent   meat   stew   

Choshen   Mishpat   fourth   section   of   Shulchan   Aruch   

chozer   veniyur   reawakens   

chullin   tractate   in   the   talmud   /   regular   objects   /   produce   (antonym  
of   kodshim)   

chumra   pl.   chumros   stringency(ies)   

D   

Dagul   Mervavah   compilation   authored   by   Yechezkel   b.   Yehuda   HaLevi   
Landau   (1713-1793)   

daled   4   
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dam   blood   

dam   b’ein   visible   blood   

dam   eivarim   blood   of   the   limbs   

dam   hanefesh   blood   of   the   soul   

dam   pleitah   exuded   blood   

dam   shelo   pi'resh   blood   that   never   separated   

dam   shepi'resh   
mimakom   l'makom   

blood   that   separated   from   place   to   place   

Darchei   Moshe   book   authored   by   Rama   

Darkei   Tshuvah   compilation   authored   by   R'   Tzvi   Hersh   Shapiro   (1850   -   
1913)   

davar   thing,   item   

davar   charif   sharp   item   

davar   chashuv   something   prominent   

davar   gush   solid   item   

davar   hama’amid   ingredient   in   a   mixture   that   causes   solidification   

davar   sheb'minyan   a   thing   that   is   counted   

davar   sheyesh   lo   
matirin   /   matirim   

a   thing   that   will   be   permitted   

din   pl.   dinim   law(s)   
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Drisha   book   authored   by   Smeh   

duchka   d'sakina   pressure   of   the   knife   

dvorim   deuteronomy   

E   

ee   efshar   l'sochto   issur    that   is   absorbed   in   a    heter    food   can   never   fully   be   
squeezed   out   

efshar   l'sochto   assur   /   
mutar   

food   that's   issur   can   be   squeezed   out,   is   assur   /   mutar   

ein   m'vatlin   issur  
l'chatchilah   

one   may   not   initially   nullify   forbidden   foods   

eino   ben   yomo   not   used   within   the   past   24   hours   

eino   ne’echal   
machmas   milcho   

inedible   because   it’s   too   salty   

eino   ra'uy   l'achilah   unfit   to   eat   

eiver   min   hachai   a   limb   from   a   living   animal   

eliyahu   hanavi   elijah   the   prophet   

Even   Ha’ezer   third   section   of   Shulchan   Aruch  

F   

fleishig   meaty   

G   
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Gemara   Talmud   

gid   vein   

gid   hanasheh   sciatic   nerve   (forbidden   to   eat)   

gimmel   3   

goy   non-jew   

Gra   R'   Eliyahu   b.   Shlomo   Zalman   (1720   -   1797)   

greidah   /   greirah   scraping   

gvinas   akum   cheese   of   a   non-jew   

gzeirah   decree   

gzeirah   ligzeirah   one   decree   atop   another   

gzeiras   hakasuv   a   scriptual   decree   (typically   in   situations   where   halachically   
the   law   would   be   lenient)   

H   

ha'adamah   the   blessing   recited   before   consuming   foods   from   the   
ground   

ha'eitz   the   blessing   recited   before   consuming   foods   from   trees   

hadachah   rinsing   

hag'alah   kashering   through   boiling   water   

Hagahos   Chasam  
Sofer   /   Chasam   Sofer   

Compilation   authored   by   R'   Moshe   Shreiber   /   Sofer   (1762   -   
1839)   
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Hagahos   Maimoni   compilation   written   by   Meir   Hakohen   (circa.   13th   century)   

Hagahos   Sha'arei   Dura  compilation   written   by   R'   Yisro'el   Isserlin   (1390   -   1460)   

halachah   pl.   halachos   law(s)   

halachically   legally   according   to   jewsh   law   

hamotzi   the   blessing   recited   before   consuming   bread   

hana’ah   /   b'hana'ah   benefit   

havdalah   formal   prayer   recited   over   a   cup   of   wine   marking   the   end   of   
the   shabbos   

hechsher   rabbinic   stamp   of   kosher   approval   

hefsed   k'tzas   a   situation   of   minor   loss   

hefsed   m'rubah   /   
b'hefsed   m'rubah   

substantial   loss   /   in   situations   of   substantial   loss   

heker   a   symbol   

heter   permitted   

heter   m'fateim   l'issur   the   permitted   piece   fattens   the   forbidden   piece   

hey   5   

I   

ila'ah   gavar   the   top   one   overpowers   

iruy   pouring   /   stream   
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iruy   (shelo)   nifsak   
hakiluach   

an   (un)broken   stream   

iruy   kli   rishon   /   iruy   
mikli   rishon   

pouring   /   stream   from   a   kli   rishon   

issur   d'rabbanan   something   rabbinically   prohibited   

issur   davuk   a   stuck   forbidden   food   

issur   mashehu   an   issur   which   assers   even   at   the   slightest   amount   

Issur   Mashehu   halachic    compilation   authored   by   Raavad   

issur   pl.   issurim   forbidden   /   forbidden   entity   

Issur   V'heter   Ha'aruch   an   important    halachic    work   of   the   16th   century   whose   
author   is   unknown,   some   suggest   that   the   name   of   the   
author   was   R'   Yonah   Ashkenazi   

J   

K   

k'beitzah   pl.   k'beitzim   volume   measurement(s)   the   size   of   an   egg   

k'bol'o   kach   polto   like   it   absorbed,   so   will   it   exude   

k'dei   achilas   pras   the   amount   of   time   necessary   to   ear   three   (or   four)   
kizaysim   of   wheat   bread   (approx.   four   minutes)   

k'dei   klipah   the   amount   of   a   shell   

k'dei   n'tilah   the   amount   that   is   fit   to   be   taken   

k'dei   sheyarti'ach   the   amount   of   time   it   takes   to   put   a   pot   of   water   on   the   fire   
and   it   heats   up   and   starts   to   cook   
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k'deirah   pot   /   dish   

k'feila   chef   

k'ma'achal   ben   drusai   the   food   of   ben   druso'ei   (partially   cooked   food)   

k'neged   hareikan   opposite   the   empty   space   

k'neged   harotev   opposite   the   liquid   

k'zayis   pl.   k'zeisim   the   volume   of   an   olive   or   half   an   egg   

k’dei   hiluch   mil   the   time   it   takes   to   walk   a   mil   

kadshim   lit.   “holies”   sacrifices,   and   temple-related   objects   (antonym   
of   chullin)   

kal   vachomer   a   fortiori   

karban   sacrifice   

Karban   Pesach   Paschal   (lamb)   offering   

kareis   divinely   imposed   premature   death   decreed   by   the   torah   for   
certain   classes   of   transgression   

karush   congealed   

kasher   to   make   proper   /   to   purify   /   to   make   kosher   

kavush   /   kvishah   soaked   

kavush   kimvushal   soaking   is   like   cooking   

keili   pl.   keilim   vessel(s)   
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Ketzos   Hachoshen   R’   Aryeh   Leib   b.   Yosef   Hakohen   Heller   1745-1813   

kinuach   wiping   

kisah   covered   

kli   m'nukav  a   vessel   with   holes   

kli   rishon   first   vessel,   the   vessel   the   food   was   heated   in   

kli   she’eino   m'nukav   a   vessel   without   holes   

kli   sheini   second   vessel,   the   vessel   the   food   was   poured   into   

kli   shlishi   third   vessel   

klipah   shell,   peel   

kohein   priest  

kol   hanichnas   b'safeik   
m'sayei’ah   l'vatel   

all   that   is   under   doubt   helps   to   nullify   

kutach   a   salty   cheese   dip   containing   bread   crumbs   

L   

l'chatchilah   in   the   first   instance   

l'tzorech   necessary   

l'vashel   to   cook   

lach   moist   /   wet   /   liquid   
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lach   b'lach   a   mixture   of   liquid   into   liquid   

Levush   R'   Mordecai   ben   Avraham   Yoffe   (1530   -   1612)   

libun   kashering   through   heat   

lifgam   ruined   flavor  

lishvach   gives   good   flavor   

lo   yad'inan   kama   nafak   
minei   

we   don't   know   how   much   (flavor)   came   out   from   it   (the   
issur)   

M   

M'dumah   A   mixture   of   trumah   into   chullin   less   than   100x   its   size   

m'fa’afei'a   
meichatichah   
l’chatichah   

spreading   from   piece   to   piece   

m'vatel   nullify   (verb)   

m'zonos   the   blessing   recited   before   consuming   foods   cakes,   
pastries,   cookies,   or   any   bread   which   cannot   be   considered   
hamotzie   

m’urah   b’gidim   /   
m’uros   b’gidim   

[a   stage   of   an   egg's   developement]   lit.   mixed   with   veins,   
when   the   egg   is   still   part   of   a   cluster   attached   to   the   spine   

ma'achal   ben   drusai   the   food   of   b.   druso'ei   (partially   cooked   food)   

machlokes   argument   

machmir   strict   

maflit  cause   to   exude   
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maflit   u'mavlia   k'echad  exudes   and   absorbs   at   the   same   time   

Magein   Avraham   compilation   authored   by   Abraham   Abele   Gombiner   (1633   -   
1683)   

Maharam   MiLublin   R'   Meir   ben   Gedalia   of   Lublin   (1558   –   1616)   

Maharshal   R’   Shlomo   Luria   1510-1573   

maliach   k'rosei'ach   salting   is   the   equivalent   of   heating   

malkos   lashes   

mar’is   ayin   "bad   eye"   

mashehu   a   minute,   very   small   amount   

matir   allow   (antonym   of   asser)   

matzah   unleavened   bread   

mavliah   cause   (something   else)   to   swallow   

mayim   achronim   the   rinsing   of   fingertips   performed   after   a   meal   

meikil   lenient   

meisiach   l'fi   tumo   innocuous   statement  

melichah   salting   

mikvah   ritual   bath   

mil   measurement   of   distance   (2000   cubits,   approx.   1km)   
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milchig   milky   

min   b'mino   a   kind   in   its   kind   

min   b'she'eino   mino   a   kind   in   another   kind   

Minchas   Yaakov   compilation   authored   by   R'   Yaakov   b.   Yosef   Reischer   (1661   
-   1733)   

minhag   custom   

minhag   ha’olam   custom   of   the   world   

Mishb'tzos   Zahav   section   of   Pri   M'godim,   commentary   on   Taz   

Mishnah   Brurah   compilation   written   by   Yisrael   Meir   Kagan   (1838   -   1933)   

mitztaref   joins   /   combines   

mitzvah   commandment   of   the   torah   

Mordechai   R’   Mordechi   b.   Hillel   Hakohen   (13th   century   -   1298)   

mutar   permitted   

mutar   b’hana’ah   permitted   to   benefit   from   

N   

n'itzah   /   n’itzah   b'karka   
kasheh   

thrusting   (in   hard   ground)   

N'kudos   Hakesef   compilation   authored   by   Shach   

n'tilah   take   
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n'veilah   carcass   (unslaughtered   kosher   animal)   

nat   -   nosen   ta'am   transfers   taste   

nat   bar   nat   -   nosen   
ta'am   bar   nosen   ta'am   

secondary   infusion   of   flavor   

nat   bar   nat   d'heteira   /   
d'issura   

secondary   infusion   of   heter   /   issur   flavor   

ni’eir   mixed   

niputz   wiping   

nivla   cham   absorbed   through   hot   

nivla   tzonen   absorbed   (through)   cold   

Noda   B'Yehudah   R'   Yechezkel   b.   Yehudah   Landau   Halevi   (1713-1793)   

nosen   taam   lifgam   /   
lishvach   

gives   off   ruined   /   good   flavor   

O   

oleh   al   shulchan   
m'lachim   

would   be   /   is   fit   to   be   served   at   a   king's   table   

Orach   chaim   first   section   of   Shulchan   Aruch   

oraisa,   d'oraisa,   
mid'oraisa   

biblically   

Orchos   chaim   compilation   authored   by   Aaron   b.   Jacob   ha-Kohen   (circa.   
14th   century)   

P   
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pagum   ruined   

palter   baker   

palter   akum   non-jewish   baker   

parveh   neither   dairy   nor   meat   product   

pas   akum   bread   baked   by   a   non-jew   

pas   ba'alei   batim   bread   baked   by   home-owners   /   regular   non-jews   (not   
bakers)   

pas   palter   (akum)   bread   baked   by   a   non-jewish   baker   

pas   yisro'el   bread   baked   by   a   jew   

pasken(s)   [verb.]   rules,   ordains   

passuk   verse   

passul   invalid   

patur   exempt   

Pischei   Tshuva   gloss   on   Shulchan   Aruch   aithored   by   R'   Avrohom   Hersh   ben   
Yaakov   Aizenshtat   (1812–1868)   

polet   exude   

Poskim   halachic   codifiers   

Pri   Chadash   compilation   authored   by   R'   Chizkiya   b.   David   Da   Silva   (1659   
-   1698)   

Pri   Megadim   R’   Yosef   b.   Meir   Teomim   
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Pri   To'ar   compilation   authored   by   R'   Chaim   b.   Moshe   Ibin   Atar,   also   
known   as   the   Or   Hachaim   Hakadosh   (1696   -   1743)   

Q   

R   

R'   Akiva   Eiger   author   of   Chiddushei   Raka   (1761   -   1837)   

r'vi'is   a   liquid   measurement,   the   volume   of   an   egg   and   a   half   
(somewhat   more   than   three   fluid   ounces)   

R’   Gershon   R’   Gershon   Me’or   Hagolah   965-1040   

Ra'ah   R'   Aharon   ben   Yosef   Halevi,   great,   great   grandson   of   the   
Ba'al   Hama'or   (1235   -   c.   1290)   

Raavad   R'   Abraham   ben   David   (1125   -   1198)   

rabbanan,   d'rabbanan,   
mid'rabbanan   

rabinically   

Rabbeinu   Yerucham   R'   Yerucham   b.   Meshullam   of   Provence,   France   and   Toledo,   
Spain   (1290-1350)   

Rabbeinu   Yonah   R'   Yonah   b.   Avrohom   Gerondi   of   Catalonia   (1200   -   1264)   

Rama   R’   Moshe   Isserles   (Mapa)   1530-1572   

Rambam   R’   Moshe   b.   Maimon   1135-1204   

Ramban   R’   Moshe   b.   Nachman   1194-1270   

Ran   R’   Nissim   b.   Reuven   of   Gerondi   d.   1380   

Rashba   R’   Shlomo   b.   Avraham   Adres   1235-1310   
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Rashi   R’   Shlomo   b.   Yitzchak   1040-1105   

Rav   Sage.   First   generation    Amora    (175-247),   named   Abba,   but   
was   referred   to   as   Rav   

Rebbe   R'   Menachem   Mendel   Shneersohn   

reicha   aroma   

reicha   (lav)   milsa   aroma   is   (not)   significant   

Ri   Migash   R'   Joseph   b.   Meir   HaLevi   ibn   Migash   (1077   -   1141)   

Rif   R’   Yitzchak   Alfasi   1013-1103   

Rishonim   early   halachic   authorities   (11th   century   -   15th   century)   

Riva   R'   Yitzchok   b.   Asher   Halevi   (circa.   11th,   12th   century)   

Rivan   Rabbi   Yehuda   ben   Nosson   son-in-law   of   Rashi   

Rosh   R’   Asher   b.   Yechiel   1250-1327   

rov   majority   

S   

s'udah  meal   

s'udas   mitzvah   a   meal   celebrating   a   mitzvah,   (e.g.,   the   meal   eaten   at   a   
circumsicion   ceremony)   

safeik   doubt   

se’if   paragraph   
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Sefer   Hatrumah   compilation   written   by   R'   Baruch   b.   Isaac   (1140   -   1212)   

Sfardim   jews   of   the   spanish   and   north   african   communities   
(generally   follow   the   ruling   of   mechaber)   

sfek   sfeika   double   doubt   

sha'atnez   a   garment   containing   the   forbidden   mixture   of   wool   and   
linen   

sha’as   hadchak   a   time   of   pressing   need   

Shabbos   sabbath   

Shach   R’   Shabse   b.   Meir   Hakohen   1622-1663   

Shailos   Utshuvos   responsa   

shamein   fatty   

shecht(ed)   slaughter(ed)   

shehakol   the   blessing   recited   before   consuming   drinks,   fish,   meat,   
eggs,   etc.   

Shibolei   Haleket   compilation   authored   by   R'   Tzidkiyah   ben   Avraham   Anav   
(13th   century)   

shiur   melichah   the   time   it   takes   to   salt   meat   

shiur   sheyitnu   mayim   
al   ha'eish   vyaschil   
l'hartiach   

the   time   it   takes   to   put   water   on   the   fire   and   it   starts   to   boil   

shmaltz   kosher-animal   fat   

Shmos   Exodus   

shochet   pl.   shochtim   ritual   slaughterer(s)   
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shriyah   soaking   

shtifah   rinsing   

shuman   fat  

shuman   m'fa'afei'a   
b'kulo   

fat   diffuses   through   the   entire   thing   

Sifsei   Da'as   commentary   on   Shach,   section   of   Pri   M'gadim   

siman   chapter   

Smag   R'   Moshe   b.   Yaakov   of   Coucy,   (d.1290)   

Smak   R’   Yitzchak   b.   Yosef   of   Corbeil   (d.   1280)   

Smeh   R’   Yehoshua   b.   Alexander   Falk   (1550   -   1614)   

stam   yeinam   wine   that   was   in   the   possession   of   a   non-jew   

T   

ta'am   lifgam   /   lishvach  ruined   /   good   flavor   

ta'am   rishon   first   transferal   of   taste   (antonym   of    nat   bar   nat )   

ta’am   taste   

ta’am   k’ikar  taste   is   like   the   actual   thing   

ta’aruvos   mixtures   

ta’aruvos   min   b'mino   a   mixture   of   the   same   type   
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ta’aruvos   min   
b'she'eino   mino   

a   mixture   not   of   the   same   type   

tahor   /   taharah   pure   

tamei   impure   

tata’ah   gavar   the   bottom   one   overpowers   

tavshil   shel   basar   a   meat   dish   (not   containing   actual   meat)   

tavshil   shel   gvinah   a   dairy   dish   (not   containing   actual   cheese)   

Taz   R’   David   b.   Shmuel   Halevi   1586-   1667   

tes   9   

Torah   bible   

Tosfos   compilation   written   by   a   group   of   French   scholars   of   the   
11th,   12th   and   13th   century   

treif   non-kosher   

treifa   mortally   wounded   animal   

Trumah   A   percentage   (ussualy   2%)   of   produce   which   is   given   to   the   
kohanim .   It   is   forbidden   to   be   consumed   by   a   non- kohen   

Trumas   Hadeshen   compilation   written   by   R'   Yisro'el   Isserlin   (1390   -   1460)   

tumah   impurity   

Tur   R’   Yaakov   b.   Asher   1270-   1343   

Tverya   city   in   Israel,   Tiberius   
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tvilah   immersion   in   ritual   bath   

tzalul   liquid   

tzir   salty   liquid   that   drips   off   a   food,   ussually   meat   

tzli   roasted   

tzliyah   roasting   

tznon   raddish   

tzonen   cold   

U   

V   

vav   6   

Vayikra   Leviticus   

W   

X   

Y   

yad   soledes   bo   hand   recoils   from   it   
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Yad   Yehudah   compilation   authored   by   R'   Yehuda   Laybush   Landau   (1823   -   
1900)   

yavesh   dry   

yavesh   b'yavesh   a   mixture   of   solids   with   other   solids   

yayin   nesech   wine   that   was   used   for   idolatrous   purposes   

yayin   stam   wine   that   was   in   the   possession   of   a   non-jew   

yoreh   pot   

Yoreh   Dei’ah   second   section   of   Shulchan   Aruch   

yud   10   

Z   

zayin   7   

zeh   vazeh   goreim   both   caused   it   

zei'ah   hot   steam   

Zohar   foremost   Kabbalistic   work   


